PRESENTING TO YOU OUR NEW CATALOGUE

NAVlKA
FROM VARSHA FASHIONS

PRODUCT DETAILS

: TOP :
PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL WITH SADHI HANDWORK

: BOTTOM :
SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID

: DUPATTA :
BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS
# NAVIKA
FROM VARSHA FASHIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGN NO.</th>
<th>CATALOG NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NV-21      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-22      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-23      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-24      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-25      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-26      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-27      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |
| NV-28      | NAVIKA       | TOP: PURE TUSSAR SILK DIGITAL PRINTED WITH SADHI HANDWORK
             |             | BOTTOM: SUPERIOR COTTON SOLID
             |             | DUPATTA: BANARSI WEAVING SOLID WITH STITCHING DETAILS | 1960/- |

Total Pieces: 8  Total Amount: 15680 + GST